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Summary 

While walkaways have been used to measure AVO for a long time (Coulombe et al., 1991; Leaney, 
1994) and elastic properties have been recovered by inversion under an assumption of lateral invariance 
(Malinverno and Leaney, 2005), the recovery of elastic properties away from the well has remained 
elusive due to the limited angular illumination provided by the typical multi-offset VSP geometry.  
Previous work on using walkaway VSPs for pre-stack elastic inversion (Ahmad et al., 2012) made use of 
a 2D assumption and wavefield extrapolation to mimic a surface seismic geometry (e.g. Fuller and 
Sterling, 2008) but such approaches break down in 3D (Du et al., 2014).  The advent of elastic full 
waveform inversion (Podgornova et al., 2013), however promising, is presently only 2D and 
computationally expensive so an efficient process to recover elastic properties from 3D VSPs is needed.    

Historically, all shots and receivers in VSP migration have been stacked under an acoustic approximation 
(e.g. Miller et al., 1987; Dillon, 1988), thus AVA information is lost.  In this paper the problem of AVA 
parameter estimation in multi-offset VSP imaging is studied using linear inverse theory and an algorithm 
that honours the true 3D VSP geometry is described that recovers information from AVA in pre-stack 3D 
VSP migrated images. 

Overview 

Figure 1 sketches the problem, depicting minimum and maximum specular incidence angle for a selected 
reflection point.  The effect of conventional imaging is shown schematically, wherein amplitudes from a 
range of incidence angles are averaged leading to a bias in normal incidence reflectivity.  The equation 
for a linearized 3-term P-p AVA regression is shown, valid for layered VTI media (Thomsen, 1993).  The 
angle range,  𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛 and angle centre, (𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛)/2  vary significantly throughout the image, 
driven by the receiver and source geometry but also by the velocity model.  To investigate further a 
synthetic was created containing eight isotropic layers with elastic parameters chosen to produce 
different classes of AVO.  The walkaway geometry has 80 receivers and 161 sources.  Angle centre and 
angle range parameters are shown for this geometry in image space in Figure 2; several aspects warrant 
emphasis.  Directly under the receivers, angle centre and range are equal to zero, providing only normal 
incidence; at the image edge the angle range is zero while the angle centre is significantly positive; at 
intermediate image offsets both range and centre are positive, with no normal incidence.  Angle range 
increases rapidly for reflections located just under receivers (the AVO walkaway principle), but for 
reflections beneath the receiver array only at intermediate image offsets is the angle range significant.  
This position-dependent variation in specular incidence angle illumination makes AVA regression an ill-
posed inverse problem in need of position-dependent regularization.  
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Figure 1.  Left: multi-offset VSP schematic showing minimum and maximum specular incidence angles 
for a selected image point; right: amplitude versus angle data with the mean as from traditional acoustic 
migration and the preferred intercept. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.  Left: Specular angle center; right: specular angle range.  Color scale is linear between angles 
[4,38] degrees = [blue,red].  The bottom of the 80-receiver array is at the top of the image.  
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Two-term AVA regression parameter uncertainties versus image point position.  Left: 
intercept, right: gradient.  The intercept is recoverable everywhere except at the image edge. 
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Figure 3 shows parameter uncertainty obtained from the unit model covariance matrix (Menke, 1984) of 
a two-term linear regression of amplitude versus angle.  The intercept term is resolved everywhere 
except at the image edges while the gradient term is unresolved beneath the receivers and at image 
edges.  At zero-offset the geometry resolves only one parameter (intercept), two parameters at 
intermediate offsets (given sufficient signal-to-noise) and zero parameters at the image edges.  
Essentially, the problem is variably under-determined, necessitating dynamic regularization to provide 
stability while maintaining parameter resolution (e.g. Menke, 1984). 
 

AVA regression for 3D VSP images 

To accomplish AVA regression for 3DVSPs two new Omega* modules have been written.  In the 
workflow, common receiver 3DVSP migrations are saved and incidence phase angle volumes are 
computed using two-point anisotropic ray tracing from receivers to image points, together with the local 
model dip field and Snell’s Law.  The migrated image and angle volumes are sorted to common image 
gathers and the AVA regression routine is called for every depth or time sample.  This is repeated for 
every image gather.  Volumes of AVA regression attributes are saved, including the estimated intercept, 
which is now an appropriate input for trace inversion to acoustic impedance.  The result of applying this 
workflow to the synthetic data set containing several different classes of AVO is shown in Figure 4.  As 
can be seen, the 0-offset or normal incidence reflectivity is recovered.  The posterior uncertainty (Figure 
3, left) can be used to mute the image edges where the intercept is not recoverable. 
 

 
 

Figure 4  Synthetic elastic model (left) showing Vp (red), density (blue) and Vp/Vs (green), specially 
chosen to exhibit different classes of AVO.  Notice that the bottom three reflectors have zero normal 
incidence reflectivity.  Conventional migration (middle) and the intercept term from migration followed by 
AVA regression (right). 
 

Real data application 

Several important aspects need consideration when applying this approach to real data.  First and 
foremost is the need for true amplitude common receiver migrations.  This is accomplished with a careful 
3C processing sequence and true-amplitude migration that includes a switch to account for the type of 
deconvolution that has been used.  The migration may be scalar or vector (3C).  Secondly, since the 
regression is carried out for depth or time samples in image gathers, it is important that image gathers 
are flat.  This is accomplished with reflection tomography (Woodward et al., 2008) followed by residual 
flattening.  The application of AVA regression for 3D VSPs will be shown applied to real data in the 
presentation, including trace inversion of the intercept volume to acoustic impedance. 
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Conclusions 

Quantitative 3D VSP imaging requires that AVA effects, which are always present in the data to some 
degree, be taken into account.  The problem of AVA in multi-offset VSP imaging was analyzed with the 
use of a synthetic walkaway data set and linear inverse theory, showing specular incidence angle 
illumination and AVA parameter uncertainty.  While the gradient parameter is recoverable only at 
intermediate image offsets, the intercept parameter is recoverable everywhere except at image edges.  
By computing incidence angle volumes for common receiver migrations a regression routine operating 
on common image gathers is able to compute AVA attributes and recover normal incidence reflectivity.  
The approach taken here is a rather simple, sequential one.  In the future, the more sophisticated, single 
parameter least-squares 3DVSP migration approach (Leaney et al., 2009) may be extended to recover 
two or three parameters. 
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